Demographic composition, not demographic diversity, predicts biomass and turnover across temperate and tropical forests
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INTRODUCTION

Forests store approximately 50% of the world’s carbon (Keenan & Williams, 2018) and play a critical role in regulating the world’s biogeochemical and hydrological cycles (Gloor et al., 2013). They cover 30% of the Earth’s land surface and span vastly different environments. There are 50,000–80,000 tree species (Beech et al., 2017), and individual forest plots can vary in species richness by...
Tree species vary in their life histories, demographic rates, and environmental specialization, yet within a forest, a diversity of life history strategies is not necessarily correlated with a diversity of species. Life-histories range from short-lived small understory species (Condit et al., 1994) to canopy species that reach 100 m in height (Koch et al., 2004; Sillett et al., 2010) or survive for thousands of years (Brokaw, 1987; Chambers et al., 1998). Life histories can be specialized for specific environmental conditions, for example, fast-growing pioneer species that occur in gaps (Brokaw, 1987), and can have very different functional roles within the ecosystem in terms of carbon storage (Hubau et al., 2019; Lutz et al., 2018) and nutrient cycling (Ordoñez et al., 2009). Life history types may reflect strategies for dealing with forest perturbations, and are expected to differ in their response to climate change and other global change factors (Phillips et al., 2002). Demographic rates form an important component of a species’ overall life history strategy, reflecting the influence of both the environment and evolved strategies on the acquisition and allocation of resources. Greater species richness in the tropics, however, is not correlated with a greater range of growth and survival rates (Condit et al., 2006). Furthermore, the biomass and turnover of forests do not show the same magnitude of variation as species richness (Lutz et al., 2018), suggesting a large degree of redundancy in the way that demographic rates of species scale to forest structure and function.

Demographic rates have typically been quantified by arranging species on the slow-fast continuum; an axis from slow-growing, long-lived species to fast-growing, short-lived species (Wright et al., 2010). However, multiple species show demographic rates that do not align well with this single axis of demographic variation (Rüger et al., 2018, 2020; Russo et al., 2021). Furthermore, the strength of the slow-fast continuum varies among forests, due to differences in environmental conditions (Russo et al., 2021). In highly disturbed forests, the trade-off between growth and survival among species may be absent, as slow-growing, high survival species are never able to become established (Russo et al., 2021). Quantifying demographic diversity (DD), the range of demographic strategies, and demographic composition (DC), the relative abundance of different demographic strategies in a forest, therefore requires multiple axes of demographic variation (Rüger et al., 2018).

Here, we define the DD of a forest as the area occupied by species in demographic space—defined by multiple axes of demographic variation. Forests with high DD will have species with a wide range of growth and survival rates, whereas the species in forests with low DD will have a more limited range of growth and survival rates. We group species by demographic strategy through the use of clustering algorithms on species’ positions in demographic space and define the DC of a forest as the relative abundance of demographic strategies. Due to the ubiquity of gap-phase dynamics in closed-canopy forests (Brokaw, 1987), we might expect to see some similarities in DC across forests because all forests will contain demographic types specialized for different light conditions. However, it is not known whether the same strategies are comparable in absolute terms across forests, nor whether the proportions of demographic types vary across forests, or if particular demographic types are absent or overrepresented in some forests.

There are at least two hypotheses for how species richness might relate to forest biomass and carbon residence time via DD and DC. Figure 1. First, higher species richness could lead to higher DD and aboveground biomass (AGB) because of niche-partitioning, where a more efficient use of resources would emerge from finer partitioning of resource space (Tilman et al., 1997). Second, the mass ratio hypothesis, first proposed by (Grime, 1998), suggests that observed patterns of AGB relate not to the number of species, but rather to the demographic rates of dominant species in the forest community. In this case, species richness may be unrelated to DD and AGB, as it is the presence or absence of species with particular demographic strategies (i.e., forest DC), which define the structure and functioning of the forest. A number of features unique to a location, such as seasonality, recent land use history, geophysical features, biogeography, and disturbance regimes could all shape DC. The relationship between carbon residence time and species richness, DD, and DC is more complex as it depends on both AGB and AGB loss from mortality. Under the niche-complementarity hypothesis higher species richness would lead to higher DD and AGB but either lower or higher mortality rates, depending on the increase in DD. As a result, carbon residence times would likely increase, but in some cases could decrease. Under the mass ratio hypothesis, AGB and AGB losses from mortality have no relationship with species richness and DD; therefore, carbon residence time would be defined by the dominant species, rather than species diversity.

Although a number of studies have addressed aspects of demography and diversity either directly (e.g., Condit et al., 2006; Rüger et al., 2020), or indirectly through the effects of mechanisms on demographic rates (e.g., Comita et al., 2010), the majority of studies have focused on distinct biomes, and have not incorporated forests across orders of diversity, with distinct floras, and unique climate and disturbance regimes.

Here, we quantify the diversity of demographic rates across temperate and tropical forests in an effort to understand the extent to which demographic strategies explain how forests that exhibit conspicuously different species richness vary in terms of AGB and turnover, and how this relates to climatic conditions. We ask (1) How much does DD vary among forests around the world and how does species richness correlate with DD? (2) How do forests differ in DC, that is, how do the proportions of demographic strategies differ across forests? (3) How are DD and DC related to environmental conditions? and (4) How are DD and DC related to AGB and carbon residence time?

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Plots and data

We used demographic data from 20 plots across the ForestGEO network of permanent forest plots ([Davies et al., 2021], https://forestgeo.si.edu, [Figure S1]). Plots span a latitudinal gradient...
from the most equatorial at 0°69'S (Yasuní Ecuador) to the most northerly at 51°77'N (Wytham, UK). Data collection at each plot follows a standardized protocol described in Condit (1998), where every stem \( \geq 1 \) cm DBH (diameter at breast height, 1.3 m above the ground) is measured, mapped, and identified to species. Censuses are typically carried out every five years. For this analysis, we used one census interval from every plot (see Table S1). To have sufficient sample sizes, we limited our analysis to species with at least 200 individuals. In highly diverse or relatively small plots, this threshold means that many rare species were excluded from the analysis. However, due to highly skewed species abundance distributions, the percentage of stems included in the analysis ranged from 45% to 98% across plots, with a mean of 84% of stems included. Tree ferns, palms, lianas, and bamboos were also excluded due to non-standard growth forms. In total, the data set includes 2,195,135 stems of 1961 species. For further details of each plot see Table S1. Although some of the plots experience disturbance, there were no major cyclones or droughts at any of the plots between the two censuses that we used in this analysis.

2.2 | Statistical analysis

2.2.1 | Survival

We simultaneously fitted separate size-dependent survival curves to small and large stems, using a common asymptote, so that survival probability was a smooth function of stem size.

We modelled size dependent survival probability across a census interval, as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{s} & = \frac{K}{1 + (e^{r(z-p)})^{r_1}} & \text{for all } z < c \\
\text{s} & = \frac{K}{1 + (e^{r(z-p)})^{r_2}} & \text{for all } z \geq c
\end{align*}
\]

where \( z \) is DBH in mm and \( K \) is the upper asymptote of the curves and represents maximum survival (MS), often constant across much of the DBH range, \( r \) is a rate parameter that determines the rate of survival increases \( (r_1) \) or decreases \( (r_2) \) with size, and \( p \) is the inflection point, that is, the size at which survival probability
of DBH increment. Subscripts 1 and 2 denote growth distributions of individuals in the fast growth distribution, here the 95% percentile and beta are the shape and rate parameters of the Gamma distribution, the more symmetric distribution of faster growth: to capture both the highly skewed distribution of slow growth and for each group separately. The Gamma distribution has the flexibility to fit Gamma distributions to the DBH increment data slowest growing 95% of the population and the fastest 5% of the population and fit Gamma distributions to the DBH increment data for each group separately. The Gamma distribution has the flexibility to capture both the highly skewed distribution of slow growth and the more symmetric distribution of faster growth:

\[
\Delta z \sim \begin{cases} 
\text{Gamma}(\alpha_1, \beta_1) & \text{for } \Delta z < q \\
\text{Gamma}(\alpha_2, \beta_2) & \text{for } \Delta z \geq q
\end{cases}
\]

\(\Delta z\) is the absolute annual change in DBH in mm, alpha and beta are the shape and rate parameters of the Gamma distribution, respectively, and \(q\) is the percentile determining the proportion of individuals in the fast growth distribution, here the 95% percentile of DBH increment. Subscripts 1 and 2 denote growth distributions fit to individuals with growth below and above \(q\), respectively. In further analyses, we used the expectation of growth (in mm yr\(^{-1}\)), given by alpha/beta for the slow and fast growth distribution for each species, hereafter 95G and 5G.

We estimated growth and survival parameters using Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo with the \(rstan\) package (Stan Development Team, 2020) in R (R Core Team, 2021). For each species, we ran three chains with 2500 iterations and checked diagnostic plots for convergence. For further details of the growth and survival models see Needham et al. (2018).

We did not include reproduction in these analyses due to a lack of data at the global scale. In several studies, (e.g., Rüger et al., 2020; Salguero-Gómez et al., 2016), recruitment into a census is used as a proxy for reproductive effort. However, in our study, which includes all species with a DBH of 1 cm, recruitment into a census does not have a consistent interpretation across species. For example, a 1 cm DBH stem could be a reproductive stem of an adult shrub species, or a non-reproductive juvenile sapling of a canopy species. We, therefore, chose to focus our analysis on growth and survival, which better capture forest biomass and turnover across life-history strategies.

### 2.3 Principal component analysis

To identify orthogonal axes of demographic variation, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) on the growth and survival parameters for each species at each plot. We used logistic transformations of MS and JS (to improve normality), and non-transformed 5G and 95G. We also included the maximum DBH for each species, denoted ST. We used the PCA function from the \texttt{FactoMineR} R package (Lé et al., 2008) as it allowed us to weight species by the inverse of the number of plots they occur in, preventing species with wider geographic distributions having disproportionate influence on the results (115 species [5.9%] occurred in more than one plot). We did not attempt a phylogenetically controlled PCA due to the lack of well resolved phylogeny for the majority of species in our analysis. Incorrect tree topologies, along with incomplete taxon sampling, would introduce biases into any estimation of a phylogenetic signal in demographic rates (Ackerly, 2000; Symonds, 2002). All PCA axes are shown in Figure S2.

### 2.4 Demographic diversity across plots

To address question one, we calculated the DD of each plot as the convex hull of species from that plot along the first two dimensions of PCA space, which together explain 76.2% of variation in growth and survival among plots (Cornwell et al., 2006) (Figure 3). We scaled the coordinates of each species along each axis by the percentage variation explained by that axis. We then plotted DD and species richness across plots and fitted a spline through the data using the \texttt{ss} function of the \texttt{npreg} package in R (Helwig, 2021) (Figure 4). As a measure of the degree of demographic similarity among plots, we calculated the pairwise overlap of convex hulls (Figure S3). To account for different plot sizes, we randomly sampled 500 bootstrap samples of 400 20 m × 20 m quadrats (equivalent to the size of the smallest plot, 16 ha) from each plot with replacement. For each unique bootstrapped sample, we calculated the species richness and then calculated the convex hull for those species present in the sampled 16 ha. We present here the mean number of species with ≥200 individuals across samples as species richness, the mean convex hull volume as DD, the median area of overlap from pairwise overlaps of 500 convex hulls at each plot for similarity in DD. In all but one plot (BCI), all species with more than 200 individuals in the full data set were found in all 500 bootstrap
samples. Convex hulls and overlaps were calculated using the geometry package in R (Habel et al., 2019).

2.5 Demographic composition across plots

To address question two, we first clustered species into demographic types, or specifically, growth-survival-stature modes (GSSMs), based on similarities in observed demographic rates. To determine the similarities in demographic rates, we used the position of each species in multidimensional PCA space using the clustering kmeans function in base R (R Core Team, 2021), with 200 starting points. The kmeans function minimizes the sum of squares from each species to the center of its assigned GSSM. Using 200 starting points allows the algorithm to explore multiple centers for each GSSM and, thus, optimizes clustering. We tested different combinations of clustering algorithms and cluster numbers (Figures S4 and S5) and identified eight GSSMs that were biologically interpretable (Figure 2) and that met statistical standards in cluster analysis: high Dunn index, low number of negative silhouettes, no cluster with too few species, and high explained variance (Figures S4 and S5). For each plot, we calculated the relative abundance of each GSSM as a measure of DC (Figure S6). We then tested whether DC was correlated with species richness across plots (Figure S7).

Our third question was how are DD and DC related to environmental conditions? We therefore tested whether DD and DC at each plot are predicted by mean annual temperature (MAT) and mean annual precipitation (MAP), taken from Anderson-Teixeira et al. (2015) (Figure 5 and Figures S8 and S9). We did not correct for multiple hypotheses related to the relative abundance of GSSMs and MAT, MAP, and species richness, as we are more interested in the relationship between each GSSM and each variable (see [Cabin & Mitchell, 2000] for discussions of the problems with Type II errors in ecological studies). We present Rsq and p-values but avoid significance testing and discuss inference using the language of “evidence” as discussed in Muff et al. (2021).

To explore differences in life histories across GSSMs, we calculated passage times and life expectancies for each GSSM using a simple individual-based model. For each GSSM we found the mean growth and survival parameters from all species in that GSSM. We simulated 25,000 individuals until all individuals had died. Five percent of individuals grew according to the fast growth distribution, and 95% according to the slow growth distribution (Equation (2)). Survival was a draw from a binomial distribution each year with probabilities given by the size-dependent function described in Equation (1). We calculated life expectancies as the mean time to death for a 10 mm DBH stem, and passage times as the mean time taken to grow from 10 mm DBH to 100 mm DBH (a size that all GSSMs can reach), conditional on survival.

Figure 2

Growth-survival state space. Principal component analysis and clustering analysis on growth and survival parameters for 1961 species across 20 tropical and temperate forests. Parameters are described in detail in the main text. PC 1 corresponds to a trade-off between growth and juvenile survival and accounts for 49.0% of the variation among species. PC 2 accounts for 27.2% of variation and is a stature and survival axis, characterized by high maximum survival and large stature at one extreme and low maximum survival and small stature at the other. We used clustering algorithms to group species into eight “growth-survival-stature modes,” depicted with different colors and given a number from 1 to 8.
2.6 | Aboveground biomass across plots

Our final question was how do DD and DC vary with AGB and carbon residence across plots? To test this, we estimated AGB and carbon residence time at each plot. We estimated AGB using equations and parameters from Chave et al. (2014) for tropical plots and from Jenkins et al. (2003) and Chojnacky et al. (2014) for temperate plots. We calculated AGB for all stems in each plot using the following equations.

For tropical plots, we calculated AGB as:

\[ AGB = \exp \left[ -1.803 - 0.976E + 0.976\ln(wsg) + 2.673\ln(D) - 0.40299\ln(D) \right] \]  

where \( D \) is DBH in cm, wsg is wood-specific gravity and E is a local bioclimatic variable (Chave et al., 2014). wsg estimates come from Zanne et al. (2009), see Chave et al. (2009). We use species-level estimates of wsg where available, and genus, family or global means depending on availability. Values of E for each plot come from http://chave.ups-tlse.fr/panropical_allometry.htm. E is defined as

\[ E = 1.0 - 3 \times (0.178 \times TS - 0.938 \times CWD - 6.61 \times PS) \]

where TS is temperate seasonality as defined in the Worldclim data set (bioclimatic variable 4), CWD is climatic water deficit and PS is precipitation seasonality as defined in the Worldclim data set (bioclimatic variable 15). Higher values of E result in lower estimates of AGB. For more details, see http://chave.ups-tlse.fr/panropical_allometry.htm.

For temperate plots, we calculated AGB as:

\[ AGB = \exp \left[ \beta_0 + \beta_1 \ln(D) \right] \]  

We used parameter values from Chojnacky et al. (2014), which depend on wood specific gravity. Again, these come from Zanne et al. (2009), see Chave et al. (2009).

2.7 | Aboveground carbon residence time

We calculated aboveground carbon residence time at each plot as \( AGB/AGB_{mort} \), where \( AGB_{mort} \) is AGB loss from mortality, following Koven et al. (2015). For \( AGB_{mort} \), we followed Sullivan et al. (2020), to take into account unobserved growth of trees present at the first census that had died by the second census, and recruits that entered during a census interval but died before being recorded in the second census. The unobserved growth of trees that died, and unobserved recruits were estimated from per area annual recruitment and per capita annual mortality using equations 11 and 5 from Kohyama et al. (2017). For more information, see SI Methods S1. We tested the correlations between AGB and carbon residence time with DD. We further tested for correlations between AGB and carbon residence time with the relative abundance of each GSSM (Figure 6 and Figures S10 and S11). Again, we present tests independently, but follow Moffit et al. and discuss our findings in terms of "evidence."

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Axes of demographic variation

The first principal component (PC) accounts for 49% of the variation among species (Table 1) and corresponds to a trade-off between growth and JS (Figure 2, growth rates [both 95G and 5G], as growth and JS rates [JS] have opposite loadings on the first axis). MS is largely orthogonal to growth rates. The positive loadings of both 95G and 5G on PC 1 suggests that species are generally consistently fast-growing or slow-growing, that is, if the fastest 5% of the population (5G) are fast-growing then the slowest 95% of the population (95G) are also relatively fast-growing. PC 2 explains 27.2% of variation and describes an axis associated with low survival and small stature at one extreme and high survival and large stature at the other. Other axes are shown in Figure S2. Species are not evenly distributed across the growth-survival space, but are clustered in regions of high survival and slow growth. GSSM 2, a slow-growing, small-statured and low survival mode, had the most species, 29%, followed by GSSM 1, 23%, a very slow-growing, high-survival mode.

3.2 | Demographic diversity shows a complex association with species richness

Our first question asked how DD varies among forests and whether species richness correlates with DD. We estimated DD at each plot by calculating the area of the convex hull around species’ positions in PCA space (Figure 3). We find that DD varies widely across plots and initially shows a steep increase with increasing species richness (Figure 4). DD increases from low to intermediate levels of species richness and is roughly level at high-species-richness plots.

3.3 | Demographic composition varies across forests

Our second question asked how DC varies across plots. We compared where species from each plot are located in PCA space (Figure 3), the pairwise overlap of plots in PCA space (Figure S3), as well as the relative abundance of GSSMs at each plot (Figure S6). Communities of species from each plot occupy different regions of PCA space (Figure 3) with some clustered in regions of high survival, and others more spread out to include fast growing species. Tropical plots have a higher degree of overlap with other plots, due to higher species richness and larger convex hulls. BCI (Panama), La Planada (Colombia), and other plots with fast growing species have the greatest degree of overlap with other plots (Figure S3). We found moderate evidence for an effect of species richness on the relative abundance of GSSM 6 (Rsq = 0.29, p = .018), but weak or no evidence of species richness having an effect on the relative abundance of any other GSSM (Figure S7). There is little evidence for an effect of species richness on the relative abundance of GSSM 6 among...
The relationship between species richness and the relative abundance of GSSM 6 is driven by the inclusion of temperate plots.

3.4 Climate variables predict demographic diversity and composition to some extent

Our third question asked how DD and DC are related to environmental conditions. We find strong evidence that DD increases with increasing MAT (Rsq = 0.43, p = .0022), but this correlation is mostly driven by a clear trend in temperate plots (Figure 5), and, therefore, would be unlikely to confirm a causal relationship from temperature.

### TABLE 1 Variable loadings, eigenvalues, and percent variance explained by each principal component analysis (PCA) axis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC 1</th>
<th>PC 2</th>
<th>PC 3</th>
<th>PC 4</th>
<th>PC 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>−0.41</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>−0.63</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>−0.54</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95G</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>−0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigenvalue</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% variance</td>
<td>48.97</td>
<td>27.22</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative % variance</td>
<td>48.97</td>
<td>76.19</td>
<td>86.98</td>
<td>97.44</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3 Position of plots in growth-survival space. Position of species in the first two dimensions of demographic space for each plot sorted from left to right, top to bottom by latitude (plots on the bottom row are temperate plots). Gray dots show species from all plots; colored dots indicate the species from the named plot, with lines connecting each species to the community centroid. Shading shows the demographic diversity of each plot, calculated as the convex hull area for species from each plot.
to DD globally. Among tropical plots, there is no evidence for an effect of MAT on DD ($R^2 = 0.002$, $p = .88$). We also find no evidence of an effect of MAP on DD ($R^2 = 0.14$, $p = .11$). There is strong evidence that the relative abundance of the large statured GSSM 6 decreases with increasing MAT ($R^2 = 0.48$, $p = .00094$). Again, this correlation is mostly driven by the inclusion of temperate plots that contain a greater proportion of large statured species, given their lower species diversity. Small-statured, high-survival GSSM 2 has a positive correlation with MAT ($R^2 = 0.32$, $p = .012$), as does large statured, fast growing GSSM 7 ($R^2 = 0.2$, $p = .058$). There is moderate evidence that GSSM 3 is positively correlated with MAP ($R^2 = 0.28$, $p = .05$) and GSSM 6 negatively correlated with MAP ($R^2 = 0.23$, $p = .039$). Otherwise, there is weak or no evidence for an effect of MAT or MAP on any other GSSM (Figures S8 and S9).

3.5 | Demographic composition, not diversity, predicts forest structure

Our final question asked how DD and DC are related to AGB and carbon residence time. We find no evidence that DD is related to either AGB or carbon residence time across plots ($R^2 = 0.014$, $p = .63$; $R^2 = 0.15$, $p = .12$) (Figure 6). We find strong evidence that the relative abundance of GSSM 5 is positively correlated with AGB ($R^2 = 0.33$, $p = .0095$), and moderate evidence that the relative abundance of GSSM 6 is correlated with carbon residence time ($R^2 = 0.23$, $p = .043$), even when we remove Wytham Wood, which had a carbon residence time more than double that of any other plot.

4 | DISCUSSION

We fitted growth and survival models to 1961 species from 20 temperate and tropical forests and assessed global patterns of DD and DC. While DD initially increases with species richness it levels off in high diversity plots and there is no evidence of a relationship with either AGB or carbon residence time. In contrast, we find strong evidence for a relationship between DC and AGB, specifically for an increase in AGB with an increase in the relative abundance of large statured demographic types, and moderate evidence that DC has an effect on carbon residence time across forests.

4.1 | Demographic diversity has a complex association with species richness

Our first question was how does DD vary among forests around the world and are species-rich forests more demographically diverse? We find wide variation in DD across forests, but a complex association between species richness and DD. DD initially increases with increasing species richness but peaks at intermediate levels of species richness and reaches a plateau across highly species rich plots (Figure 4). Condit et al. (2006) similarly found that across ten tropical forests the most species rich forests had the lowest DD. This might be due to the fact that, in species rich tropical forests an increase in species richness does not necessarily translate to an increase in richness at higher taxonomic levels, rather, particular genera are highly species-rich (Davies et al., 2005; Richardson et al., 2001). If so,
this accumulation of species within genera could introduce demographic redundancy; explaining the plateau reached after intermediate levels of species richness. Because demographic rates within many species-rich tropical tree genera tend to be phylogenetically conserved, additional species do not always increase the DD of the forest (Davies et al., 2005). More information on the similarity of demographic rates among closely related species could provide insights into the mechanisms that determine DD across forests.

The relationship between DD and species richness also likely relates to disturbance regimes. Highly disturbed plots in our analysis (e.g., HKK [Thailand], Palanan [Philippines], Fushan [Taiwan], and Luquillo [Puerto Rico]) tend to have lower species richness than less disturbed sites. Yet despite having fewer species, disturbed sites have high DD due to greater numbers of fast-growing species, which can capitalize on increased light availability and nutrients generated by disturbance (Brokaw, 1987). Since variation in growth rates is larger than variation in survival rates, plots with high disturbance rates have higher DD by our measure because they contain species located on the edge of PCA space towards very fast growth. Examples include HKK (Thailand), a seasonally dry forest with frequent ground fires, and Palanan (Philippines), a cyclone-prone forest. In contrast, plots that have relatively low DD but high species richness, such as Lambir (Malaysia), are dominated by slow-growing, high survival species. This is likely due to exceptionally low soil fertility, which also limits growth (Russo et al., 2005). Our results are in line with findings from Russo et al. (2021) who found that in highly disturbed plots the strength of the growth-survival trade-off is weaker than in relatively stable undisturbed plots because slow-growing, high-survival species are not able to become established (Russo et al., 2021). Quantifying disturbance rates is challenging due
to the variability in disturbance regimes and the difficulty in quantifying disturbance across many forests. For instance, disturbances affecting forests in this study include elephants, wildfires, cyclones, and windthrows. Estimating disturbance intensity at a given site is challenging, as intensity can vary greatly over small spatial scales due to topographical heterogeneity, wind exposure (Negrón-Juárez et al., 2014) and soil saturation (Margrove et al., 2015). In many cases the best indicator of the severity of a disturbance is mortality rates. Our results suggest that disturbances may be a key driver of demographic differences across sites, making this an important area of future research.

4.2 | Demographic composition varies across forests

Because we are interested in the role that demography plays in shaping the AGB and turnover of forests, we also explored differences in DC across plots. We find that despite the diversity of forest types included in our study, many of the same demographic strategies are present across forests (Figure S6). This may be partially due to physiological constraints on tree life-history. Although tree life-history strategies can be very varied, growth and survival of trees is relatively limited compared with the differences in demographic rates across the whole plant kingdom (Salguero-Gómez et al., 2016). In most forests, there are canopy and understory species with a range of growth and survival rates. Yet, differences in biogeography and environmental conditions alter the relative abundance of demographic types, with consequences for vertical forest structural complexity and the strength of demographic trade-offs (Russo et al., 2021).

One important difference among forests in terms of DC is the relative abundance of large statured species, which is highest in forests with low species richness (Figure S7). This finding is in agreement with previous work across temperate and tropical plots (Lutz et al., 2018) and can be explained by the greater structural complexity of tropical forests. Due to limited space in the canopy, high stem density in tropical forests is normally associated with an
increase in canopy layers and higher numbers of small-statured understory individuals (Bohlman & Pacala, 2012; Farrior et al., 2016). Increased subcanopy layers lead to a decrease in the relative abundance of large canopy trees, even if the absolute abundance remains the same. Why there is such a diversity of subcanopy species in some tropical forests, as opposed to a high stem density of fewer species, remains unanswered, although one hypothesis is that greater niche complementarity in the tropics allows for a higher number of species to coexist (Chesson et al., 2013; Loreau, 1998).

4.3 | There is moderate evidence for a relationship between climate variables and demographic diversity and demographic composition

To better understand the mechanisms driving differences in demography across forests, we tested for correlations between climate variables, and both DD and DC. Demographic rates have been shown to correlate with climate variables at the regional and pan-tropical scale (Esquivel-Muelbert et al., 2020; Johnson et al., 2018). Most notably, annual growth rates are slower at higher latitudes with lower temperatures. Although we also find evidence of a correlation between temperature and DD, there is no evidence for such a relationship within the tropics (Figure 5). Survival rates within the tropics decreases with increasing aridity, e.g. (Locosselli et al., 2020), yet we find no evidence of an effect of MAP on DD, possibly because DD is also defined by growth rates and stature in our analysis, which may show little correlation with precipitation. DC is mostly unrelated to temperature and precipitation, with the exception that the relative abundance of large-statured species decreases with increasing MAT. These correlations are likely driven by the strong increase in species richness with MAT, which as noted above, leads to greater structural complexity and a decrease in the relative abundance of large canopy trees. Our results suggest that, although DD and DC show some correlation with climate, the dynamics at a particular plot cannot be predicted by these metrics alone.

4.4 | Demographic composition, not diversity, predicts forest structure

In answer to our fourth question, we find evidence that DC, but not DD, is related to AGB and carbon residence time (Figure 6). Despite species richness varying by nearly 60 times, the two highest biomass plots in our study are Lambir, a dipterocarp forest in Malaysian Borneo, and Wind River, a temperate forest in the Pacific Northwest of the United States that is dominated by Tsuga heterophylla (western hemlock), and Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir). Our results highlight that there are multiple ways to be a high biomass forest, from species-rich, tropical forests, to temperate forests dominated by just a handful of species. Both Lambir and Wind River are dominated by species in GSSMs 5 and 6, demographic types characterized by large stature. In Lambir just 26% of individuals, but 75% of AGB is in GSSMs 5 and 6, whereas in Wind River 78% of individuals and 98% of AGB is in GSSMs 5 and 6. Our results support previous findings that the maximum height of dominant species, rather than a diversity of functional traits, determines biomass across forests (Finegan et al., 2015; Van Pelt et al., 2016). Our results suggest that species identity, rather than species richness or DD, determines carbon dynamics.

Aboveground carbon residence time, here defined as the length of time that carbon remains in living, aboveground tissue of trees, is strongly influenced by the growth and mortality of individual trees. Together growth and survival rates determine how quickly carbon is accumulated and how long that carbon is stored. Differences in growth and survival rates among GSSMs results in passage times that range from means of 15 to 151 years, and life expectancies that range from mean of 17 to 87 years (Figure S13). Despite small stature, GSSM 1 had the longest mean life expectancy (87 years) due to the slow growth and high survival of species in this mode. This finding is in line with previous studies that have shown that understory trees make substantial contributions to carbon storage in African forests (Hubau et al., 2019). Disturbances lead to higher mortality and thus decrease carbon residence time (e.g. Gora et al., 2020). Increases in disturbance frequency could directly decrease carbon residence time through short-term increases in mortality but also indirectly through shifts in composition towards demographic types with faster growth rates and higher mortality.

5 | CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Here we have presented a quantitative analysis of the relationship between species richness, demography, and forest structure and turnover. Although we find little evidence for an effect of DD on AGB or carbon residence time, an important question that remains unanswered is whether forests that are more demographically diverse will show greater resilience to future perturbations. Many combinations of functional traits can give rise to the same demographic rates. As a result, species with similar demographic rates may respond differently to disturbance, and a forest with a high degree of demographic redundancy could be buffered from disturbance if some of the species are themselves resilient, or the mixture of species confers resilience. As disturbances are predicted to increase in the future (McDowell et al., 2020), it is important to explore the extent to which DD and DC determine forest response to changes in disturbance frequency and intensity. This may be especially important with regards to large trees. Our results highlight the importance of large-statured trees for forest ecosystem function across temperate and tropical regions. Shifts in DC following changes to disturbance regimes could have significant consequences for AGB and carbon residence time if they result in a decrease in the abundance of large statured demographic types. An improved understanding of the determinants of DC across forests will be essential to predict forest response to future climates and disturbance regimes.
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